FOREWORD

This Animal Guide was made in the context of Research Work conducted by Project Manaia in the
Mergui Archipelago over the course of one Season from January until April of 2017.
The Marine Eco System is an extremely fragile
system that needs to be taken care of extremely
well, and will in the future need more and more
management and assistance from everybody
possible.
Part of the reason we provide this information to
everyone is so that you can better understand
the eco-system that opens up before your eyes
once your head is under water. With better understanding comes more care and this is where it
becomes interesting.
This world needs caring people willing to make
sacrifices in order to protect and preserve their
environment. So even when the vacation in the

Mergui Archipelago is over and you find yourself
in a supermarket at home again, maybe think
twice before you buy certain fish or wrap everything in single use plastic. Every action we do
every single day of our lives does have effects
and impacts on various systems.
Make your choices count and help to protect this
amazing place we all call home!
If you like our work and would like to support Project Manaia for projects like this one and our future work, please have a look at our website
www.projectmanaia.at to find out more about current work focus and ways to help and support
us!
But now, enjoy your vacation, certainly have a
look below the surface of the crystal clear water
and leave nothing but footsteps in the sand, take
nothing but amazing memories! Enjoy!
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FISHES
The Mergui Archipelago is home to a huge range
of different fish species, all of them special in certain ways.
Even though pressure from fishing industry is tremendous in wide areas of the island group, the
stocks of fish on reefs remain healthy in most
cases. For most open water species the stocks
are however decreasing and the size is reducing
due to the adults being caught before reaching

their full possible body
size.
While most fish do
have fins, eyes, scales
etc., all those are
merely optional. The
one thing ALL fish have
in common is a spine,
reaching from their
head all the way to
their tail.
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MURAY EELS
MURAENIDAE
MURAENEN

Whilst they have a bad image for their less pleasing looks, they
do come in a big variety of different styles in the Mergui Archipelago.
Reaching considerable sizes of up to two meters, depending on
the exact species Muray eels tend to stick to themselves usually
to be found in small caves. But once found they can be found
again, since they usually stay in their home territory.
Even on the reeftop they can be observed hunting during low water, so keep your eyes open whilst going for a walk and while
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snorkeling! And don’t worry, they will not attack
unless pushed into a corner with no other options
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SILVERSIDES
ATHERINIDAE
AEHRENFISCHE

One of the few fish groups that can even be seen from above the
water. Big groups of Silversides gather usually around big structures and close to shore, trying to hide from big predators. However, they don’t always succeed and when the time of hunting
comes one can watch them jumping out of the water and the
keen observer can sometimes even see the hunter jump behind
them.
The Silversides themselves are generally inactive during the day
and feed during the night - as the size already suggests, they
mostly feed of plankton
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do
tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore
magna aliqua.
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SCORPIONFISH
SCORPAENIDAE
SKORPIONSFISCHE

As their name is already suggesting, scorpion fish are
some of the few animals one should be a little bit more
careful with.
Whilst it is a good idea not to touch anything under water,
this is particularly true for scorpion fish. Mostly because
depending on the exact species, a certain amount of their
fins is converted into pointy stings that can be equipped
with poison - all this however is only to defend themselves. As their looks suggest, they are not the best swimmers and hunt by lingering and waiting for their prey to
swim past at which point they open their big mouths in a
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rather fast fashion - creating a vacuum that
sucks their prey into their mouths.
However their poison is real and can be painful,
but generally only an issue when people step on
them, since they will usually swim away before
one comes too close to them.

The good news for people who do get stung is;
their poison is protein based, so it can be disabled by heating it up as in pouring hot water
over the affected part of the body
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BRASSES
SERRANIDAE
SAEGEBARSCHE

This wide group of fish ranges in size from few Centimeters up to
more than 3 meters for some species. They are the kings of the
reefs - and sometimes wrecks.
All of them, no matter what size tend to have a sturdy body with
oversized tail fins, enabling them to propel themselves out of the
reef hunting for smaller fish.
Depending on the species they tend to either stay close to the
reef or stand motionless in the open water, waiting for prey to
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pass by near them. The one thing they all have in
common though is that they tend to be more and
more solitary the bigger they grow. Almost all
Brasses have the amazing ability of changing
their sex during their lifetime. Unlike the
Anemonefish, that were born as male and
change to female, brasses are born as females
and only change their sex to male if there is an
obvious need to do so (Like a serious lack of
other males)
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CARDINAL FISHES
APOGONIDAE
KARDINALBARSCHE

One of the smallest groups in the realm of fishes (and small
doesn’t refer to the number of representatives but to their
body size), Cardinal fishes are generally no more than 10
centimeters in length and also their territory is rather small.
Often big groups of them can be found (and once found it
is easy to visit them again and again, since they tend to
stick to their territory).
If you find only two of them by themselves, chances are it
is a couple trying to hide away from the group. No worries
though, the act only lasts about half an hour, after which
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the eggs are fertilized (outside the body) before
the male puts them in his mouth to breed for a
few days to spit out up to 3000 offspring only a
few days later. Possibly the most intimate child
care system possible.
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IMPERATOR EMPERORFISH
POMACANTHUS IMPERATOR

EMPERORFISH
POMACANTHIDAE
KAISERFISCHE

The Emperorfish is the living proof that attention is everything. With their bright colors across the entire body, all
the different kinds of Emperorfish are easy to spot for everyone. Fair enough, since they don’t have all too many enemies in the reef and they defend their own territory against
others of their own kinds (food is tight and you don’t want
your neighbors eating yours!).
So the question is, how do you make sure your offspring
survive? If everyone (including yourself) would just scare
them away it would be a matter of time before they starve
in the middle of a full reef.
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The trick, that Evolution came up with to
solve this problem is as simple as ingenious: Emperorfish are one of the families,
that go through extensive color changes in
their lives. While the youngsters often show
up in bright sparkly blue, the adults are generally even brighter colored and often
striped. The juveniles on the other hand
generally follow a circular fashion on the
sides of their bodies. This way they can
“sneak” into other adult’s territories and
feed on the same prey without the danger
of being attacked by their own kind.

BLUE RINGED ANGELFISH
POMACANTHUS ANNULARIS

IMPERATOR EMPERORFISH
POMACANTHUS IMPERATOR
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TRIANGULAR BUTTERFLYFISH
CHAETODON TRIANGULUM

BUTTERFLY FISH
CHAETODONTIDAE
FALTERFISCHE

Butterfly fish are the romantics of the seas
They will almost all the time be showing up in couples. They
stick with their partner all their life and rarely distance themselves from each other more than a meter.
If you see one by him- or herself the partner has just recently died and usually the left behind part will follow into
the dark within less than a month.
Butterfly fish get their name from their generally bright colored looks in a wide range of patterns and colors,
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INDIAN PINSTRIPED BUTTERFLYFISH
CHAETODON TRIFASCIATUS

PENNANT CORALFISH
HENIOCHUS DIPHREUTES

INDIAN PINSTRIPED BUTTERFLYFISH
CHAETODON TRIFASCIATUS

TRIANGULAR BUTTERFLYFISH
CHAETODON TRIANGULUM
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FALSE ANEMONEFISH
AMPHIPRION OCELLARIS

ANEMONEFISH
AMPHIPRIONINAE
ANEMONENFISCH

While it is a fish living in an anemone and therefore an
Anemonefish not all of them were stars of “Finding Nemo”.
Anemonefish, just like all the symbionts of anemones do
take good care of their host though. If divers get all too curious they will eventually stop hiding and change their
strategy to a clumsy attack towards the diver.
However, they are generally no more than about ten centimeters in length and therefore can hardly be considered a
danger for the regular swimmer, snorkeler and diver in the
Andaman Sea.
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AMPHIPRION AKALLOPISOS

AMPHIPRION OCELLARIS
AMPHIPRION AKALLOPISOS

Very much unlike their reputation, Anemone fish are not the great
parent they are said to be. Ones the eggs hatched, they babies
are chased away from the parent’s anemone and forced to find
their own. In the process many of the (few millimeters in size) babies find their special way back into the food chain, the others
can be adopted into a new anemone. This way the genes inside
each anemone remain fresh at all times.
Another interesting feature about these “Clownfish” is that they
are all born male. So the young male finds its new anemone and
spends its days taking good care of the female, slowly growing
up. Ones the female dies, the biggest male changes their sex
and becomes the new head of the host anemone.
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SARGEANT MAJORFISH
ABUDEFUL VAIGENSIS

DAMSELFISHES
POMACENTRINAE
RIFFBARSCHE

Damselfishes generally show up in big groups nearby the reef (or
on the reeftop). Being rather curious minds, they do approach
people, but just to get a closer look never to attack - and even if,
their size makes it pretty much impossible to even hurt us.
Showing up in many different colors and patterns it is difficult to
put an overall cap on this fish family, but having a look at their tail
fin pays: They all have their swallow like tail fins in common (unfortunately some others too) but this in combination with the
group activity and the preferred surrounding of the reef gives you
a good idea!
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PARROTFISH
SCARIDAE
PAPAGEIENFISCHE

Parrotfish are on of the few fishes you can spot during
almost every dive - colorful, and feeding on coral with
their massively strong jaws, they can even crack pieces
off rock coral and digest.
So in a way we all owe gratitude to those fishes, because they literally produce the white sandy beach on
tropical islands we all dream of.
Rock coral is always based on Calcium Carbonate. The
Parrotfish cracks off a piece and digests all the living
organisms inside the skeleton as well as the algae, that
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lives in symbiosis with it. What remains is poo,
that consists of pure Calcium Carbonate, the
white sand that dreams are made of.
While the colors can widely vary between different species of this family, the rounded
shape of their mouth and the “clumsy” appearance of their body shape is the easiest way to
tell you have a parrotfish in front of you.

BULLETHEAD PARROTFISH
SCARUS SORDIDUS
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BLENNYS
BLAENNIDAE
SCHLEIMFISCHE

The question of what makes a fish a fish is a big one to answer,
but let’s just say there is many aspects to it and generally everyone has an idea of what a generic fish looks like.
For everyone whose first though was “Scales make a fish”, the
Blennies are the exception from the rule for that one. Blennies
don’t have scales, but a thin slimy layer covering their skin. This
enables them to leave the water for short periods of time and
stay moist. They are generally to be seen in very shallow water
and usually not swimming but rather hanging out on rocks, coral
or simply the ground. And one of the easiest ways to recognize
them as a Blenny is the way they sit. If a small fish is hanging out
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in shallow water sitting on the ground in
a somewhat curved,
curled kind of way,
you can be pretty
certain already that
it will be a Blenny.
Other than that the
morphologies can
be manyfold. They
come in all kinds of
colors, with or without “tentacle” like
structures on their
heads, and in different sizes (even
though generally
small in terms of
smaller than 15cm).
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STRIPED THREE FINNER
HELCOGRAMMA MALDIVENSIS

THREE FINS
TRIPTERYGIIDAE
DREIFLOSSER

Long time they were believed to be part of the Goby Family, but
by now they earned their own little group.
Just like Blennies they like to stay on the bottom and close to the
ground. If you look closely you can see the big difference
though.
Whiie Blennies have one long dorsal fin, the three fins, just like
the name suggests have three individual fins along their back.
With the first one being rather active and showing their mood!
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BLUE STRIPED SURGEONFISH
ACANTHURUS LINEATUS

SURGEONFISH
ACANTHURINAE
DOKTORFISCH

Ever since “Finding Dori” most people have a rough idea of what
a Surgeonfish looks like, even though at the same time everyone
keeps wondering why they are called Surgeonfish.
What does a Surgeon need to work? Right, a scalpel. So if you
get a close look at the body of an Acanthurinae especially close
to where their tail fin starts, there is usually a horizontal stripe in
that remote area. This spot is not just color, but a bone plate, that
usually is not ejected, but can be released and used for defence
and attack.
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Big groups or Surgeon fish can literally slice their
enemies open, by using their scalpels and being
big in numbers. And even though the movie suggests it, the memory of a Surgeonfish is generally not worse than the one of any other kind.
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BLACK SPOTTED TOADFISH
AROTHRON NIGROPUNCTATUS

PUFFERFISH
TETRAODONTIDAE
KUGELFISCH

Even though this pufferfish looks clumsy and doesn’t
appear to be a good swimmer they do have the ability
to “run” in a fast fashion.
Especially in shallow parts of the reef they can often
be found sleeping on top of coral without any movement at all, however they generally enjoy light sleep
only and swim away once a curious (or hungry) mind
approaches them.
The general rumor, that toadfish can “inflate” themselves when scared is only partially true. They do
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have the ability to do this, however it will only
ever be a very last resort (around the time, they
find themselves inside the mouth of a bigger
fish) and causes a lot of stress on the body of the
fish. In fact, they can only pull this trick off three
times in their lives, before the wear on the body
is getting too much and the trick comes to a lethal end.

GIANT PUFFERFISH
AROTHRON STELLATUS
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BLACKFIN BARRACUDA
SPHYRAENA GENIE

OTHER
COMMON
FISHES IN NO
PARTICULAR
ORDER

Since there are more families of fish than it is worth putting into
one single guide, we decided to make up this section summing
up all the fishes you might encounter during your snorkeling trips
around the islands in this final part of the fish chapter.
Of course, this is merely an outline of what can be seen and
there certainly is more out there, especially ones you start looking closer inside the coral and further out than the reef stretches.
However this guide should give you a good idea of what to expect so see below the surface
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GOLDEN DAMSEL
AMBYGLYPHIDODON AUREUS

THREE SPOTTED DASCYLLUS
DASCYLLUS TRIMACULATUS

SWEEPER GOATFISH
PEMPHERIS VANICOLENSIS

BLUE STREAK CLEANER
WRASSE
L:ABROIDES DIMIDIATUS

THREADFIN BREAM
SCOLOPSIS BILINEATUS
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ANEMONES
These stinging creatures are not just solitary, sessile animals on the bottom of the Sea.
They are actually still mobile (even though rather
slow) and are generally home for a wide range of
other animals.
While different kind of “Anemone fish” are well
known, for the keen observer there is also a wide
range of Crustaceans that call Anemones their
home.

MAGNIFICENT ANEMONE
HETERACTIS MAGNIFICA

BUBBLE ANEMONE
ENTACMEA QUADRICOLOR

Anemones are remote relatives of jellyfish and Coral, and as such
can sting! Even though their poison is not strong and would
hardly penetrate your hands it can be painful on thin skinned
parts of the body.
BUBBLE ANEMONE
ENTACMEA QUADRICOLOR

However the general rule is: Look, don’t touch! They are sensitive
creatures and very vulnerable to outside effects, including changing salinity, temperature and obviously touching.
While the Bubble Anemone is always exposed and visible, the
Magnificent Anemone has the ability to retreat in a generally
bright colored “bag” and defend herself (to an extent) from the
outside world. Feeding enemies are out there in the reef, however
since almost all anemones are occupied by Anemone fish, those
inhabitants generally take really good care of their host!

MAGNIFICENT ANEMONE
HETERACTIS MAGNIFICA
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GIANT CLAMP
TRIDACNA MAXIMA

3

MOLLUSCS
While on land molluscs have a bad reputation of
being the smiley animals eating veggies in the garden, they come in all sorts of colors and shapes
under water.
Even though their actual body remains soft, many
of the species do build their own hard shell out of
calcium carbonate, that they extrude from the
ocean water with the biggest representatives of
the group reaching more than a meter across .

GIANT CLAMP
TRIDACNA MAXIMA

VARICOSE WART SLUG
PHYLLIDIA VARICOSE

VARICOSE WART SLUG
PHYLLIDIA VARICOSE

VARICOSE WART SLUG
PHYLLIDIA VARICOSE

As a result, the growing rate is rather slow and shells should not
be collected and taken home since they are key part of the marine eco system

CLAM INSIDE CORAL
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SNAKEHEAD COWRIE
CYPRAEIDAE

CONE SHELL
CONIDAENAIL
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CORAL
While coral are known to be colorful and in tropical
waters, there is much more to them than just the
good looks.
Every coral is a symbiotic organism, so in a way a
mix of a filtering animal, that builds the (in most
cases) hard case of Calcium Carbonate and their
partner - an algae.
Algae tend to have a bad reputation, however they
are the ones giving coral their beautiful colors.

BRANCHING
CORAL

With hundreds of kinds of Coral out there and the particular distinction being rather time consuming process we seperated the
kinds of Coral by their general appearance for the ease of use of
this particular guide.
Branching Coral includes all the types of coral that have a “tree
like” structure with actual development of branches in their morphology
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ACROPORA FORMOSA

ACROPORA FORMOSA

ACROPORA HUMILIS

ACROPORA HUMILIS

ACROPORA HYACYNTHUS

ACROPORA LORIPES

ACROPORA LORIPES

ACROPORA SECALE
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MEANDERING
CORAL WITH
RIDGED VALLEYS

This group includes all the “Brain like” looking Coral heads of various sizes, sometimes seen on the reeftop on low water, and also
during snorkeling tours around the entire islands.
With their rather particular surface, the distinction between different species lies in the detail, so don’t be afraid to take a very
close look at the coral around you!
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PLATYGYRA LAMELINA

SYMPHYLLIA AGARICIA

SYMPHYLLIA AGARICIA
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MASSIVE BIG
COLONIES AND
BOULDER
BUILDERS

While many kinds of Coral stay small throughout their life this particular group has the ability to build massive structures over an
extended period of time, covering entire boulders and even building them themselves.
Even though they look as if they were almost indestructable they
are still delicate creatures and become a victim of temperature,
anchors, even divers or a Seastar!
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GALAXIA FASICULARIS

GALAXIA FASICULARIS

DIPLOASTREA HELIOPORA
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FAVIA MARITIMA

FAVIA MARITIMA

PORITES SP.

PORITES SP.

PORITES SP.
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THIN PLATED
AND CRUST
BUILDING CORAL

There are several coral species, that build thin layers rather than
massive boulders or tree like structures.
They can cover big surfaces without ever lifting off the ground or
build up lettuce like structures that cover huge areas throughout
the bay.
Because of the thin layer of building material they are extremely
sensitive to mechanical impacts. It doesn’t take an anchor to
break these, the push of a fin is already enough to break what
took years to grow
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PACHYSERIS SP.

TURBINARIA SP.

TURBINARIA SP.
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MONTIPORA SP.

MONTIPORA SP.
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SOLITARY OR
ISOLATED POLYPS

While most coral have a huge number of Polyps (basically the
pores in the structure that again have a feeding circle coming out
of it), the members of this group are limited to a small amount of
polyps, or even just one single one.
For this reason also the corals themselves are rather small in comparison and therefore particularly sensitive to the environment.
They are the first ones to bleach if the temperatures rises too
much, and also the first ones to be flipped and die in severe
storms and a lot of movement under water.
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HERPOLITHA SP.

FUNGIA SP.
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BLUE CORAL AND
FIRE CORAL

These are the types of Coral that don’t quite seem to fit into any
other category. While Fire Coral is one that definitely shouldn’t be
touched at all, because it really earned its name, the blue coral is
nicer to look at either way.
Unlike all the other coral it actually keeps its color after its death
and remains blue. This is also part of the reason why it is getting
close to extinction around the world and should certainly not be
taken as a souvenir!
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HELIOPORA SP.

MILLEPORA SP.
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ECHINODERMS
Echinoderms come in a very diverse range of appearances. While a Sea Cucumber doesn’t seem
to have a lot in common with a Sea Star, they all
have their common roots.
In a way a Sea Urchin is merely a Sea Star, that
was folded upwards on their legs (and if the hard
shell was cracked, the 5 way symmetrical morphology becomes obvious again).

Once at the Sea Urchin state, one could stretch them out height
wise and reach the Sea Cucumber stage. Those are the only representatives of the Echinoderms, which lost their radial symmetry
and changed it for a bilateral one, like us humans.
The Pillow Seastar (middle left) looks more like a ball than anything else, but is a part of the seastar family, ones carfully turned
over the 5-way symmetry becomes obvious again!

Crown of Thorns Starfish (bottom left) are pretty to look at but
really are a major threat to coral reefs around the world, grazing
on entire coral heads in little time. With major invasions in the
Great Barrier Reef and also in the waters of Myanmar, this Starfish should not be underestimated! Due to a lack of natural enemies they seem to reproduce without limits and can overrun entire eco systems.
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FEATHER STARS
AND BRITTLE SEA
STARS

Feather Stars as well as brittle Sea stars are the fragile looking
representatives of the Sea star family. And in the case of the brittle sea star this is rather true. Even just picking them up can already break their arms off!
However, they can easily be spotted on the reef top during low
tides, or hiding inside Coral during a snorkeling trip, just keep
your eyes open and you will be sure to find them!

Feather stars tend to hide in slightly deeper water (starting at
around 5 meters) but can often be observed sitting on top of
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coralheads holding up their arms. They are passive filter feeders,
which means they simply hold up their arms and wait for plankton
to get caught in the feather like arms. Those then transport the
caught food towards the mouth, which lies in the center of the
body.
One of the most spectacular sights to see when it comes to Echinoderms is possibly a swimming Feather Star. With all their arms
pushing in perfect harmony they can swim several meters at low
speeds. However this is a very rare sight since it exposes them to
all the predators out in the open water.
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MARBLED SEA CUCUMBER

SEA CUCUMBERS

Very easy to find and certainly not rare, these representatives of
the Echinoderm family are possibly best known for their sausage
like looks. They seem to be completely defenseless but the first
impression might be wrong. They can throw sticky (and sometimes poisonous strings) towards an attacking fish, and if they
stick over its gills even kill them.
Rumor has it that every single grain of sand on this amazing
planet has found its way through a Sea Cucumber at least once.
They feed on “dirty” sand and digest all the organic matter inside
it. Making their poo the cleanest sand that could possibly be
found and part of the reason for the shiny white beaches!
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TIGERTAIL SEA CUCUMBER
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CRUSTACEANS
These group of animals is mostly known for their
good taste and bright red color. Very few representatives actually carry that particular color without
being boiled though.
With a huge variety in shape, size and color the
crustaceans are one of the biggest groups in the
animal kingdom in sizes from less than a millimeter
as planktonic organisms to more than two meters
across in the deep sea.

PAINTED ROCK LOBSTER
PANULIRUS VERSICOLOR

With the Mergui Archipelago being a shallow
part of the world’s oceans there is no need to
worry though, the really big ones are far away.
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MAMMALS
The group that we are part of ourselves is one of
the smaller ones in the Mergui Archipelago. Nevertheless one full of surprises.
While monkeys are not present on all islands, mammals are generally shy creatures, and to be able
to find them one needs to be careful and quiet.

FLYING FOX
PTEROPUS SP.

JUNGLE RAT
RATTUS SP.
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GOLDEN TREE SNAKE
CHRYSOPELEA ORNATISSIMA

8

REPTILES
These scaled creatures enjoy a bad reputation
around wide parts of the globe but remain a very
peaceful group of the Animal kingdom.
In the Mergui Archipelago various different species (with and without legs) can be observed and
even though some of them are poisonous, they are
generally more worried about an encounter than
us humans. So keep your eyes open on the trails

MALAYAN WATER MONITOR
VARANUS SALVATOR

RETICULATED PYTHON
PALAYOPYTHON RETICULARIS

BANDED SEA KRATE
LATICAUDA COLUBRINA

and look up into the trees, as
well as close to the next freshwater source
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INSECTS
Virtually everywhere for the good observer are Insects in the islands. While it is a good idea to put
insect repellent on for some islands, others are basically free of sandflies and mosquitos.
And even though the humming noise of the little
stingers might be the noise that most people associate with insects, the cicada, present on the island is the most obvious insect noise in the Mergui
Archipelago - especially around sunset they can

at least be heard everywhere, but are not as
easy to find
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BIRDS
While on jungle hikes and trails, a wide variety of
birds can be heard at all times, they are not as
easy to spot.
Especially around fishing boats, the big representatives of eagles and kites can be seen quite regularly, catching the fish that was thrown overboard.
The more colorful and much smaller representatives are usually hidden higher up inside the

BRAHMINY KITE
HALIASTUR INDUS

DOLLARBIRD
EURYSTOMUS ORIENTALUS

BLACK HEADED BULBUL
PYCNONOTUS ATRICEPS

branches of the dense rainforest but with a little patience and
good observation there is a lot to see.

COLLARED KINGFISHER
TODIRAMPHUS CHLORIS

As for bigger birds the best bet to find those is to stay close to
the reef top when the tide is going out. You can observe them
hunting for little crabs and fish that get trapped in the tidal pools
on the top.
For the big hunters like eagles and kites, it does pay off to find
the way to a high up viewing point and observe them from the
top! They are majestic creatures and one only gets the chance to
look down on them so many times in a lifetime.

CROW BILLED DRONGO
DICRURUS ANNECTANS
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EASTERN JUNGLE CROW
CORVUS LEVAILANTII

PIED IMPERIAL PIGEON
DUCALA BICOLOR

PACIFIC REEF EGRIT
EGRETTA SACRA
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RED THROATED SUNBIRD
ANTHREPTES RHODOLAEMA

SCARLET BACKED FLOWERPECKER
DICAEUM CRUENTATUM

WHITE BELLIED SEA EAGLE
HALIAETUS LEUCOGASTER
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WHITE RHUMPED SHAMA
COPSYCHUS MALABARICUS

WHITE RHUMPED SHAMA
COPSYCHUS MALABARICUS
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